1998 honda ex

Great all-around vehicle. Designed to be utility vehicle. After that the car got flu-flu re-designs.
Typical Small Suv â€” I bought this car needing some work but felt it was a good purchase
since I could do the work myself. I have only had it for a few weeks and am surprised at the low
MPG since it is a small 2. It will do for my needs but I would expect it to be higher. Pros: It had
lower mileage than what it was replacing. While it's taken a bit to find acceptance in a V4, the
easy maintenance alone was worth the switch. It's comfortable and fun, but doesn't fly up a hill
like the Windstar did. The Honda has a lot of room for storage and fuel economy is way better
than the big heavy minivan obviously. Pros: Reliable, good fuel, low maintenance, simple
engine, good handling. Clear Title â€” good comfortable car, rides and handles really well. I
bought the car from a lady that couldn't afford to have timing belt and resulting valve damage
repaired and did the repairs myself. I have driven the car about miles with no oil consumption or
loss of any fluids. I just don't need to keep it. Pros: new timing belt, water pump, battery, and
rear struts. Cons: Has had RR repair new paint dosen't match older faded paint. Driver window
does not roll down? I have had it in snow, mud forest service roads in the Sierra and the AWD is
far better than I expected it to be. It will cruise all day and not leave you fatigued. First tire
replacement I put on two sizes wider in a 60 series. Looks handles better than the original size.
Pros: Tough little car. Honda replaced the head at ,00 due to a valve problem. Tow my small
bass boat with zero problems. Wife Loves This Car. All "wear and tear" parts replaced and car
has been very well maintained. A fun, safe and dependable ride. The AWD was great during the
snow and ice. It's a Honda, what more can you say? Pros: Drive and you will truly appreciate
this car. Cons: If you like paying for gas, don't buy this car. So I ended up buying it. I love this
car, it feels nice to drive, its kinda slow, but not bad. It works great for putting the Honda
lawnmower in. I can't wait to get my license in a couple more months, so I can drive it to school
and cross-country practice. Its very easy to park, which is a great plus for me. It even has its
own table look in your owner's manual if you don't know what I'm talking about. Nice Car â€”
under power car for a 2. Terrific â€” Super dependable. I jerry rigged a cone filter to the factory
inlet tube and I get up to 29 mpg highway at 75 miles per hour. Cons: odd transmision transition
on the shift takes some getting used to. Truly a crap retaining vehicle cr-v I can and do carry too
many tools and 'stuff'. Got it for 11 years so far and still going for my son. I didn't like the power
on this because it has none and even slows down on big hills. I also find the driver seat didn't
go far back enough if you have long legs. Read More. Features are really good, also the value is
really good but it should have a panoramic glass roof on the touring models Read More. I think
the car is overpriced, but thats the market. It is a nice vehicle and the reliability is great! Loved
it. Was considering a Passport, but this vehicle has better gas mileage and doesnt feel too big.
Love the car. Great color and features. Makes it hard for me to figure out how to work all of the
advanced electronic features. I like this SUV but think it keeps high price than should be. Great
features. Excellent value. Everything we were looking for.. This model is great, however the one
they were selling had definite problems. Have you driven a Honda CR-V? Rank This Car. User
Reviews. Displaying 1 - 10 of Honda CR-V 10 reviews. Guru2QZL1 writes:. Is this helpful? Yes
No. Vwags writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: It had lower mileage
than what it was replacing. Cons: Fuel economy is not what I would expect. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: Reliable, good fuel, low maintenance, simple engine, good handling. Cons:
Lower power. Battery Life:. Steve writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Tough little
car. Cons: No cons. Momba21 writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Drive and you will
truly appreciate this car. Matt writes:. Cons: It is kinda slow. Josan writes:. Cons: under power.
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Smile factor of 8. Mario writes:. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: Lasting a long time. Cons: Not much power and not for tall people. Reviews
From Other Years. Read all 3 Honda CR-V reviews. Read all 11 Honda CR-V reviews. Read all 10
Honda CR-V reviews. Read all 17 Honda CR-V reviews. Read all 23 Honda CR-V reviews. Cars
compared to Honda CR-V. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select
Year Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: It had lower mileage than what it was replacing
Cons: Fuel economy is not what I would expect 22 of 24 people found this review helpful. Pros:
new timing belt, water pump, battery, and rear struts Cons: Has had RR repair new paint dosen't
match older faded paint. Cons: No cons 14 of 15 people found this review helpful. Primary Use:
Family transportation Pros: Lasting a long time Cons: Not much power and not for tall people 3
of 3 people found this review helpful. For years, Honda has been selling a sport-utility vehicle
that many consider a fraud. Forget that the Honda Passport is based on the very rugged and
capable Isuzu Rodeo. To Honda aficionados, it is not a real Honda. Think of how the Porsche
fares in the eyes of diehard Porsche fanatics. Thus, to many people, the CR-V is the first Honda
sport-utility vehicle. Built on the Civic platform, the CR-V successfully integrates familiar Honda
components into an all-new design. Honda's famous four-wheel double-wishbone suspension
makes an appearance on the CR-V, the first-ever application of four-wheel double-wishbone

technology on a sport-ute, as does the very familiar four-speed automatic transmission. The 2.
The CR-V's real time four-wheel drive system is a derivative of the unit that Honda initially
offered on their Civic wagon. The result of using all of these car components is that the CR-V
looks and feels rather like a car. The CR-V's interior is instantly recognizable to anyone who has
spent any time in Honda's passenger cars. Functionality takes precedence over style in the
CR-V's cabin, and the result is easy-to-read gauges, well-placed controls, and high-quality, if
somewhat boring, interior materials. Fit and finish is equal to the highly-acclaimed Accord. The
CR-V offers comfortable chairs for its occupants, each of which has excellent visibility and the
ability to recline when the trip grows long. The CR-V's cargo capacity is an outstanding Instead,
it is meant for the person who wants the functionality of a sport-utility without having to pay an
exorbitant sticker price and huge gas bills. The CR-V will get people to work and back in all but
the worst weather, and to their favorite picnic area, assuming it's not on the Rubicon Trail. Best
of all, it's a sport-utility vehicle that Honda lovers can finally call their own. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used
car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,
read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Honda CR-V. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. The engine is a bit weak for
such a large vehicle, and the front seat passenger gets only one armrest. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. A manual
transmission debuts. Also available is a front-wheel-drive LX model, and the EX trim level now
includes a CD player, antilock brakes and remote keyless entry. Read more. Write a review See
all 80 reviews. Purchased new 17 years ago. This is one of the best built vehicles offered from
Honda, the motor and durability of the interior are exceptional. We also own a CR-V since new,
but I can't give it the same level of support The B20 motor is one of the most durable and
reliable engines on the market, ask any experienced Honda service rep. We have no rust on the
vehicle and its been all over the world as part of a military family. Around , miles we had to
replace or had replaced suspension bushings, the radiator, a few timing belts, brakes and the
muffler. However, for about , miles of service and counting its a great car. Its visibility is
exceptional and all controls are extremely obvious, The entire car is durable and while road
noise is higher than the newer CRV, we've never had electronic issues like the newer vehicles
and the 98 CRV is very comfortable to drive. Read less. I purchased this vehicle 8 years ago
with 79, miles. I have averaged well over 25k miles per year and have NOT had any major issues.
Original engine and transmission. I have yet to replace the original muffler. I have serviced this
vehicle per Honda's specifications with the exception of oil changes. Gas mileage city, hwy.
This vehicle refuses to quit. I will, without hesitation, purchase another Honda CR-V! Sweet
Honda CR-V at home in small town. I bought this vehicle sight unseen after reading carfax's,
user reviews, user problems, etc. I had to drive to Chicago to pick it up which was horrible
experience after almost getting hit twice due to others speeding. The ABS brake light was on
and the salesman at the dealership said it was because the brakes had been changed and the
code not reset. Not a problem, right? The car was really clean inside and out - no accidents. My
brother drives it home for me while I lead with no problems. The next day when I get up to go to
work, the engine light, the brake light, and the ABS brake light are all on. The tailgate handle is
seized up. I decide to take it to our local Honda dealership service department. The engine light
because it needs a new distributor cap. Oil was leaking because it needed a new cam bolt. The
red brake light I think because it was below zero. I pulled the parking brake all the way up and
put it back down and it went out. When they said it was finished I made arrangements to pick it
up after hours and the engine light was flashing still. I called them, got it back in, and 3
cylinders were tight. They also unseized the tailgate handle and got it to latch. This summer I
believe thanks to u-tube my brother and I can replace this ourselves. Also, the horn is not
working and neither is the interior clock. I love how the vehicle drives. It has its squeaks and
such, but for a 17 yr old Chicago SUV that has moved to a small town - it is a dream. I was
surprised about my first gas mileage check of 25 mpg. I thought that was pretty good. Oh, the
speakers are great! I drove it down to Florida this summer and I heard some noises when
turning and suc
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h that I decided to trade it in if I found something. So far it has much more power. I purchased
my CRV used with , miles and have driven it daily for about 5 years. Super reliable vehicle that
has ample interior room and surprisingly large cargo area. It runs good, handles good, does
excellent in the snow I live on a hill in the country and have never been stuck or had to walk
once , and gets superb gas mileage compared to other SUVs. My commute is only about 10
miles one way to work, and even with several long trips including one to Florida I have only
logged 25, miles so far. Not impressive by any means but this car has needed zero work done
on it, other than oil changes. In the past I have had many American cars driven the same need
lots of work. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the CR-V. Sign Up.

